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Probing magnetic anisotropy effects in epitaxial CrO2 thin films
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The magnetic anisotropy in ferromagnetic chromium dioxide thin films (Tc;393 K) grown epitaxially on
~100! TiO2 substrates, is probed using precise rf transverse susceptibility (xT) measurements. Singular peaks
in xT are observed that are associated with the anisotropy (6HK) and switching (6Hs) fields in CrO2.
Theoretical calculations ofxT based on a simple coherent rotation model display remarkable agreement with
the experimental data, indicating that these thin films behave like single-domain magnetic particles. Magneto-
elastic contributions to the total anisotropy energy are needed to describe the evolution ofxT peaks at lower
temperatures.
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Magnetoelectronics is a field of current topical intere
and several materials exhibiting a high degree of spin po
ization are being investigated for use in tunnel junctions a
spin-based devices.1,2 Among the different classes of mate
rials, chromium dioxide (CrO2) ranks as the leading con
tender for exhibiting complete spin polarization at the Fer
level and is classified as beinghalf-metallic.3 Band-structure
calculations predict almost 100% spin polarization for t
system, and some experimental observations like s
polarized photoemission4 and superconducting point-conta
spectroscopy5 have validated this prediction. This proper
makes CrO2 a very attractive candidate for the fabrication
magnetic tunnel junctions with enhanced low-field mag
toresistance. Large magnetoresistance has also been
served in granular powder compacts of chromium dioxi
where the effect is due to intergranular tunneling of s
polarized electrons.6

Structural, transport, and magnetic properties of ch
mium dioxide have been investigated by several groups.6–10

As there is a thrust toward device miniaturization a
achieving faster switching times, it is likely that magne
recording materials will be operating at higher frequenci
In view of this, it is vital to obtain a good understanding
the dynamic magnetic response in CrO2 for applied rf elec-
tromagnetic fields.

In this paper, we present rf transverse susceptibility (xT)
measurements on high-quality epitaxially grown thin films
CrO2. Singular peaks are observed inxT at the characteristic
anisotropy fields that differ by an order of magnitude f
static magnetic field (H) applied parallel and perpendicula
to the magnetic easy axis. We also observe evidence o
temperature dependent influence of strain in the films du
lattice mismatch between the film and substrate mater
All the observed data are well described by the Ston
Wohlfarth coherent rotation model.11

CrO2 is a metastable phase, and it is a challenge to ob
this phase using conventional thin film growth techniqu
under ambient conditions. The films used in this study w
535 mm2 in size and typically 2000 Å thick, grown on
single-crystal~100! TiO2 substrates using chemical vap
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~13!/8931~4!/$15.00
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deposition technique at atmospheric pressure.12 Both CrO2
and TiO2 have rutile structures, but the lattice mismatch b
tween the film and substrate has been noted to be signific
leading to an anisotropic in-plane tensile strain being i
posed on the film.

The structural and magnetic properties of these films h
been extensively characterized using x-ray diffraction a
superconducting quantum interference device~SQUID!
magnetometry.8,9,12 The films used in this study showed
ferromagnetic Curie temperature of 393 K, with well-defin
magnetic easy and hard axis along the@001# ~c axis! and
@010# ~b axis!, respectively. TheM -H data measured at room
and low temperatures with a SQUID magnetometer
shown in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b! with magnetic fields applied
parallel and perpendicular to the easy axis. An import
property of CrO2 is the very large in-plane uniaxial aniso
ropy that is reflected in the shapes of the hysteresis loop
seen in Fig. 1. As we show in this paper, this anisotropy c
be probed sensitively, and explored in great detail using p
cise transverse susceptibility experiments.

FIG. 1. M -H data measured with a SQUID magnetometer w
applied fields parallel and perpendicular to the easy axis for~a! 300
K and ~b! 10 K.
8931 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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Transverse susceptibility is an extremely useful method
study the magnetic properties of materials in general and
effective anisotropy in particular.13–16The basic idea behind
these experiments is to measure the change in transv
component of the magnetization as the applied static fiel
varied. Recently, we developed a way to conduct transv
susceptibility measurements at radio frequencies with h
sensitivity,17 and used this method to explore the anisotro
in magnetic nanoparticles.18

Thin-film samples are placed in the core of an induct
coil that forms part of a self-resonant ultrastable tunnel dio
oscillator, with a resonant frequency around 5 MHz. T
change in resonance frequency is measured as the static
is ramped from negative to positive saturation, and v
versa. This quantity is proportional to the change in ind
tance that in turn is governed by the transverse susceptib
(xT) of the films. The field dependence ofxT is plotted as a
dimensionless ratio,

DxT /xT~%!5
@xT~H !2xsat#

xsat
3100, ~1!

wherexsat is the transverse susceptibility at a saturation fi
of H55 kOe. It should be noted that the rf field amplitude
very small~typically 1–2 Oe!, and at the most can be con
sidered only a perturbation that does not affect the magn
zation in the film.

The main panel of Fig. 2~a! shows the field-dependen
transverse susceptibility at room temperature, with the st
magnetic fieldH applied perpendicular to the easy axis~c
axis! for both increasing and decreasing field ramps. T
striking features clearly seen in the data are the presenc
identical peaks inxT , symmetrically located aroundH50,
with the peak positions at6600 Oe. This is followed by
gradual approach to saturation at higher fields.

We have calculated the transverse susceptibility base
the Stoner–Wohlfarth model11,19 for the same field geometr
~i.e., c590), and this is plotted in the inset of Fig. 2~a!. The
remarkable qualitative agreement between thexT data and
the model is obvious. In particular, the fields at which s
gular xT peaks are observed in the data can be unamb
ously identified with the magnetic anisotropy fields (6HK)
for this system. This is in good agreement with the valu
obtained from theM -H loop for this geometry shown in Fig
1~b!.

The basic framework of the model can be briefly d
scribed as follows. As CrO2 is a ferromagnetic material with
uniaxial anisotropy, the total-energy density can be
pressed as

E~u!5K1 sin2 u2MH cos~c2u!, ~2!

whereK1 is the anisotropy constant,u is the angle between
the magnetization vector and the easy axis, andc is the angle
betweenH and the easy axis. In this expression, the mag
toelastic contribution is neglected, and only the first-ord
approximation to the magnetocrystalline energy is cons
ered, as is done with standard uniaxial anisotropy.

The transverse susceptibility is then calculated by m
mizing the total-energy density and determining the ten
dMT /dHT , whereMT andHT are transverse components
the perpendicular direction to the applied fieldH. @Note that
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the rf field in the transverse direction is a very small pert
bation. Thus the equilibrium position of magnetization is d
termined only by the static field, as expressed in Eq.~2!#.

Figure 2~b! shows the experimentalxT for the case when
H is applied parallel to the easy axis~i.e., c50). The inset
on the right is an exploded view of the data close toH50,
and the left inset shows the numerically calculated transve
susceptibility for this field geometry using the same mod
The experimentally observed peaks in this case occur at
low fields around660 Oe. While the heights of the singula
peaks are suppressed~presumably due to the lack of resolu
tion at very low fields in our measurement system!, the order
in which peaks occur as the field is ramped is in qualitat
agreement with the theoretical model. It is important to n
that unlike the case in Fig. 1~a!, where two peaks are ob
served when the field is varied in one direction from negat
to positive saturation, only one peak occurs for this geo
etry. This variation of the transverse susceptibility is rep
sentative of magnetization switching and the measured p
fields ~660 Oe! are associated with the switching fields
(6Hs), which are equal to the anisotropy (6HK) and coer-
cive (6Hc) fields in this case. Our results are also consist
with the M -H hysteresis loops seen withH parallel to the
easy axis shown in Fig. 1~a!, indicating that CrO2 is a soft
ferromagnetic material in this direction showing almost ide

FIG. 2. ~a! Measured room-temperature transverse susceptib
with static field applied perpendicular to the easy axis. Inset: C
culatedxT for the same geometry,c590°. ~b! Measured room-
temperature transverse susceptibility withH applied parallel to the
easy axis. Inset~right!: Exploded view of the data at low fields
Inset ~left!: CalculatedxT for c50°.
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switching characteristics. It is also remarkable to note
large difference inHK for c50° and 90°, which seem
unique to this material and not commonly found in conve
tional soft ferromagnetic materials with uniaxial anisotrop
A significant property of CrO2 that clearly emerges from ou
experimental and theoreticalxT results presented in Fig. 2 i
that the sample behaves like a Stoner–Wohlfarth single-
domain particle, i.e., coherent rotation dominates the m
netization process.

Considering a low-temperature saturation magnetiza
of 650 emu/cm3 for the film, and taking our measuredHK
value of 600 Oe from Fig. 2~a! and using the standard rela
tion HK52K1 /Ms , we have estimated the anisotropy co
stantK1 to be 1.93105 erg/cm3. This value is in agreemen
with K1 values reported in other studies.8,9,20 However, we
would like to present a note of caution that the large va
tion of HK with c raises the issue of whether a simple pictu
for the magnetocrystalline anisotropy, as assumed in Eq.~2!,
is alone sufficient to describe the behavior in CrO2. In fact,
the higher-order anisotropy constant (K2) needs to be taken
into account for a complete quantitative description of
magnetic anisotropy. The full angular dependence ofHK , as
determined from transverse susceptibility experiments
rigorous theoretical and numerical analysis, including
higher-order terms, will be the subject of a forthcomi
publication.21

The evolution of the transverse susceptibility peaks sho
an interesting trend as the temperature is lowered below
K, and reveals yet another aspect of the magnetic anisot
in these films. Figure 3~a! shows the field-dependentxT data
for four different temperatures in the geometry, whereH is
perpendicular to the easy axis. The normalized curves
relatively shifted by a constant value along the vertical a
for clarity. While the peaks at2HK and1HK remain rela-
tively unchanged, a very sharp peak just before1HK shows
up, and rapidly increases in height at lower temperatures
fact, this peak almost obscures the feature at1HK to a broad
shoulder at lower temperatures. Note that all the curve
Fig. 3~a! are for unidirectional field ramps from25 to 15
kOe. For the reverse polarity, the data look identical to
peak structure positions interchanged.

Since the experimental configuration remains the sam
lower temperatures as it is at 300 K, the origin of this pe
must lie in the magnetic response intrinsic to the thin-fi
samples. We can reproduce the evolution of the peak st
ture using the coherent rotation model by introducing a m
alignment in angle betweenH and the easy axis in the pe
pendicular geometry. This trend is clearly illustrated in F
3~b!, that shows a series of calculated transverse suscep
ity curves for several angles deviating from thec590° case
considered earlier.

The qualitative similarity between the measured and c
culatedxT’s is quite striking, and suggests that as the te
perature is lowered, a gradual angular misalignment de
ops between the applied static field and the magnetic e
axis in the sample. This effect can be accounted for by c
sidering the influence of strain on the thin films. As not
earlier, the lattice mismatch between the CrO2 films and
TiO2 substrates introduces an in-plane tensile strain. The
gular misalignment as the sample temperature is lowe
could be associated with changing strain. Introducing t
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angular deviation betweenH and the easy axis is equivalen
to including a net magnetoelastic energy term in the to
anisotropy energy, as shown below.

The total anisotropy energy including the magnetoela
term is

EA~u!5
Ms

2
@Hk sin2 u1Hs sin2~u2d!#, ~3!

whereHs is the stress field given by

Hs53lss/Ms , ~4!

where ls is the magnetostriction coefficient, ands is the
stress applied at an angled with the easy axis. A simple
transformation22 of Eq. ~3! can be done, yielding

FIG. 3. ~a! MeasuredxT at different temperatures for unidirec
tional field ramp from25 to 15 kOe. ~b! Calculated transverse
susceptibility for small angular deviations betweenH and the easy
axis. Curves in~a! and~b! are normalized, and relatively shifted fo
clarity.
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EA~u!5
Ms

2
@H* sin2~u2u* !1H* sin2 u* 1Hs sin2 d#,

~5!

where

H* 5AHK
2 1Hs

212HKHs cos 2d ~6!

and

tan 2u* 5
Hs sin 2d

HK1Hs cos 2d
. ~7!

Therefore, the total anisotropy energy is uniaxial with t
effective easy axis rotated with an angleu* with respect to
the magnetocrystalline easy axis.

Assuming a magnetostriction coefficientls5531026

from Ref. 8 and including the value ofMs andHK from our
measurements, we can estimate the stresss required to cause
the angular deviation ofu* 510° shown in Fig. 3~b! using
Eqs. ~4! and ~7!. This gives us a value ofs50.9
31010dyn/cm2, which is smaller than the estimated in-pla
ys

T
a

s,

d

o

.

stress values along thec andb axis due to lattice mismatch.8

It has been reported that as the film thickness is reduce
,700 Å, the in-plane strain causes switching of the easy a
from thec direction to theb direction.8 Our transverse sus-
ceptibility results and analysis indicate that this tendency
the easy axis to gradually deviate by a small angular orie
tation from the c axis towards the b axis in plane is evide
even for 2000-Å-thick films. This correlation of the rf data
with an increasing influence of strain at low temperatures
also consistent with the rounding of the low-temperatu
M -H curve forc590° noted in Fig. 1~b!, in comparison to
the room-temperature curve in Fig. 1~a!. In conclusion, our
experiments identify several important features in the m
netic anisotropy of epitaxially grown CrO2 thin films, and
this study brings forth some of the rich physics that nee
further exploration in these technologically important oxide
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